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А Н Н О Т А Ц И Я

Показано, что из факта разделения переменных в уравнении
Шредингера для атома водорода в постоянном поле Г с исполь-
зованием параболических координат никак не следует возможность,
очень часто принимаемая за аксиому, охарактеризовать все ква-
зистационарные состояния параболическими числами n

f
 , /i

z
 ,

т . Поэтому любой метод расчета квазистационарных штарковс-
ких состояний, игнорирующий указанное обстоятельство, может
привести к неверным физическим результатам при больших F
и для больших квантовых чисел Лу . Экспериментальные данные
по фотоионизации атомов в электрическом поле в окрестности
ридберговского предела £ = 0 находятся в согласии с пред-
сказаниями предложенной теории.

A B S T R A C T

It is shown that notwithstanding the separability of the

Schrcrainger equation tor Lo Surdo-Stark (LS-S) problem for hyd-

rogen the quaaietationary states can not be always characterized

by parabolic quantum numbers n< По ш. It is a reason why any

numericall procedure of the calculation of the LS-S parameters

B
Q
 and / which ignores this circumstance can appear to be

invalid for large values of n. and ? and small ib, and m.

Experimental data on the photoionization of atoms in the pre-

sence of an electric field in the vicinity of the Rydberg eeries

limit are in an accord with theoretical predictions.
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INTRODUCTION

The nonrelativistic Lo Surdo-Stark effect r LS-SJ3) for

hydrogen atom in a uniform electric field is often considered

as a completely understood problem. The reason for thie ie

the following. The Schrodinger equation for the LS-S&» ie

separable in parabolic coordinates and, consequently, it

can be reduced to the solution of two ordinary diff«rtjtial

equations linked by the condition on separation constants.

Therefore, at first sight, the problem, except maybe some

technical difficulties, seems to be a trivial one. But it ie

not so. Even the technical difficulties connected with the

separate ordinary differential equations originated from

the LS-SE appeared to be not quite trivial and caused the

creation of a new direction in physice and mathematics, name-

ly, a large order" perturbation theory (LOPT), which was dis-

cussed at this meeting by Silverstonefi J and Silverman [г].

Careful experimentp.! study of the LS-5E was practically

impossible for a long time and only the advent of the laser

:
i. technique changed the situation radically. On the other hand,

t< the study of the LOFT, which was in principle possible in

• ;f the 19th century, without computers would be simply a mental

"£ exercise lacking any applications and checking. Though the

'% situation with experimental posaibilitiee for studying the

| LS-SE has now changed considerably, the problem still con-

| tinues to be extremely difficult. And it is a reason why the

prec.'se measurement of tho statin electric-field ionisation

rate for the resolved hyrtrogenie LH-SE substatps hnp been



performed up to now only in one laboratory J3J. The excellent

agreement with nonrelativistic numerical calculations of

Daraburg and Kelosov [4] «as obtained. And «hen a theory is in

an excellent agreement with an experiment, there is always

a temptation to extrapolate it beyond the boundary of ita

validity. Therefore, we should first define the boundary of

applicability of the theory which was used in the calculations

performed in [4]. Roughly speaking, both experimental data [3]

and the calculations [4] concern the electric fields ?, which

can be actually considered as small. And it should be always

remembered that the very notion of the smallness of the elect-

ric field ? essentially depends on parabolic quantum numbers

n
1 ?
 ng, m, which describe the LS-SE sublevel.

Experimental studies of the photoionization of atoms in

the presence of a uniform electric field can provide a valu-

able information on the LS-3B both for small and strong field

depending on the part of the photoionization spectrum. Such

experiments were first performed with complex atoms [5,6J«

The photoionization of hydrogen in the presence of the elect'

ric field was studied more recently by Nayfeh and colleagues

[7], and Rottke and Welge [в]. The data obtained for hydro-,

gen and other atoms appeared to be very eimllar. But we would

still discuss hydrogen because theory for this case is more

convincing. We would focus our attention to the most interest-

ing and nontrivial part of the photoionization spectrum,

namely, to the section which covers from below and above the

Rydberg series limits В = 0. It ie clear, that the value В *

• 0 corresponds to the threshold .for photoionization of the

atom for Y в 0. Below В = 0 , there are sharp symmetric
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peaks which correspond to highly excited quaaidiscrete Stark

states. The peak asignmenta can be made by comparison with

numerical calculations including the summation of the asymp-

totically diverging perturbation theory (FT) expansion for

the LS-S energies by using Pade approximants (7,8J. We will

discuss later a case where magnetic quantum number m = 0.

Experimentally such spectrum is obtained using the light

which is polarized along the field ( »t- polarization). It is

known that the most stable for small F (the smallest value

of the level Г ) among the LS-S sublevels which belong to

the same manifold with total quantum number n = n-j+ng+m+i

is that where n-= n-1.

The first impression from examination of the photoioni-

zation spectrum is the following: "As В = О is approached,

fairly broad resonances appear just below E я О and per-

sisting into positive energies'* [7J. ^
u
*
 o n e ver

3T distinct

feature of the spectrum was not mentioned at all, i.e. smell

oscillations which accompany sharp peaks just below E = 0

and the'oscillatory structure of large peaks above E s 0.

And such characteristics can be easily noticed not only in

\ the hydrogenic spectrum, but also in spectra of different

studied atoms [бj except Rb studied first. It is clear that

. all spectra should look similar since the structure in all

I cases is determined by high Rydberg states. Aa for the case

i with Eb, it СБП be explained just by the insufficient re-

f

| solution. Still the paper [VJ is very Important since it

I was one of the pionering works in this new area of research.

| The theoretical explanation for the results of [5^ was found
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almost immediately £э-12]. The basic idea is the following:

only states with quantum numbers n-j, n
2
 = 0 are important

for explanation of the photoionization spectrum of atoms in

a uniform electric field near E = 0 since the states with

n
2
 ^ О are very broad and actually belong to continuum [i1,

12J. The WKB calculations of the photoionizatipn spectrum,

based on this highly probable idea, described experimental

data nicely both below and above E = 0, except, of course,

the small oscillations [i2j . There was one additional fact

in support of this simple idea, i.e. a formula for the energy

spacing Д Б between the adjacent resonance minima at E = О

[в] , also derived by using the WKB approximation

(1)

The spacing А В was studied experimentally and close agree-

ment with formula (1) was found [в].

Though theoretical treatment of the phenomena and expe-

rimental studies should be independent but it seems that in

the present case experimentalists were so convinced by theo-

reticians that they have attributed the small bumps in the

photoionization spectra to the experimental noise. The theory

given in [i1,12j convinced not only the experimentalists but

also theoreticians who continue to elaborate the above idea

by using different ( but essentially the same) methods [i3-15j

We still try to show below that the idea that only the LS-S

states with n
1
,n

2
 * m » 0 are essential in the description

of the photoionization spectrum near В = 0 is incorrect

and especially for B>0.



But first I want to emphasize that the phenomena under

consideration is the threshold phenomena: the photoionization

cross section behaviour near E = 0, both below and above.

And comparatively recent history has shown that the study of

the threshold laws in the ej?ciron-atom or ion scattering led

to the quite unexpected results.. Therefore, it ia worth while

to consider briefly the situation with the threshold laws in

the scattering processes. It may appear to be very instructive

for the present case.

II. THRESHOLD LAWS IN ELECTRON-ATOM (ION) SCATTERING

We consider the cases where the electron impact energy

E is close to the energy of excitation of atom or ion E^ *

The difference A E
e
 = E - E

t
 may be both negative (below

the threshold) and positive (above the threshold). To describe

the threshold behaviour of the cross section, Seaton and co-

work era in 1963 for the first time introduced the notion of

many-channel quantum defect theory (MQDT) [i6J which repre-

sents natural extension of one-dimensional quantum defect

theory. Extensive use of the QDT in atomic physics was ini-

tiated by Seaton. The basic idea is that, given the energy

levels of a neutral atom or ion, one may deduce the asympto-

tic forms of the wave functions for all values of the energy.
•f-.

I The first application of euch extrapolation procedure
.p
I for two-channel case was performed by Damburg and Peterkop

I [17J and that was mentioned in jifij» The system of two lntegro-

| differnntial close-coupling equations 1s-2s for e-H scat-

\ terinp; was solved in the region just above 2s threshold.

? Then by u&intr.- the analytical continuation of М-тагг1х the
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elastic cross section Q(1S-1S) below the threshold was ob-

tained. The reason for such investigation was twofold. First,

the resonance in electron-atom (namely e-He) elastic scatter-

ing was just discovered for the first time [18] . Second, the

numerical solution of the system of the close-coupling equa-

tions 1s-2s below the threshold near B
t
 even for this

simplest case, caused at that time difficulties, and the shape

of the resonance in the elastic cross section was not obtained

[i7J« But the extrapolation procedure appeared to be extreme-

ly successful. The case where only the potentials of short

range are present is the simplest one. The croes section for

the excitation in this case obeys the threshold Wigner Ian

Where L is an angular momentum of the scattered electron.

The situation is more complicated in the case of e-ion scat-

tering. The general overview of this case can be found, for

example, in Landau and Lifachitz book [i9j. All partial cross

sections for ion excitation Q
L
. remain finite at the thresh-

old A E^*-Q. Below the threshold for excitation in partial

cross sections for elastic scattering there are infinite num-

bers of resonances* The very fact of the exciatence of the

resonances in e-ion scattering is quite obvious. On the

other hand, the calculation of cross sections for electron-

ion (or atom) scattering with the intention to get -ccurate

data is always a formidable task, since one shoul-d solve

a system of many integro-differential equations. But the pro-

blem becomes even more difficult when one сопяЫera the thre-

shold region. The main obstacle here ia the necessity to Iniow
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the solution of the system for such r (r is the distance

between, electron and ion) where all short range interactions

can be neglected. But even for such simplified eystera the

exact solution is not known. On the other hand, the asympto-

tical in r solution which can be found, becomes less and

less satisfactory when we approach the threshold. The essen-

tial step in solving the case of e-ion scattering was made

by Gailitia [20J, who found very useful asymptotic approach

to the solution of the simplified system. The discussion of

this problem was given in [21j .

The most unexpected case was found for the threshold

behaviour in e-H scattering. Considering this problem we

should account for all essential interactions between elec-

tron and hydrogen atom. It is well known that interaction

between the electron and unexcited atoms decreases at large

distances as л- —-̂  . Therefore, at first sight, it seems

that the cross section for excitation of hydrogen by electron

should obey the threshold Wigner law (2). And it was the

general belief that at least the experimental data for exci-

tation of 2s and 2p states of hydrogen are in agreement

" with this law Г22-24]. Nobody saw the disagreement between

^ numerical calculations of excitation cross sections of 2s

;
 and 2p states of hydrogen atom and the Wigner law [25,26j .

i But such agreement of theory with experiment was fortuitous.

£ Let us consider briefly the physics of the phenomena.

I it is well known that an interaction that fells faster than
Ki 2
t r" at large distances 77i.ll support only a f in i te number
ъ

I of bound stntes so that, *t first sight, it would seem that

\ there? could be only ъ finite number of doubly excited states
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of H~ baaed on singly-excited orbital of H of total quan-

tum number n . However, as it was shown by Gailitis and

Damburg [27] , the situation is affected by the energy degenera-

cy of H atom states of different angular momenta L asso-

ciated with a given n . The coupling between these degene-

rate states modify the effective interaction acting on an ad-

—2
ditional electron so that it falls as slowly as г for

large r , If the degeneracy were exact, this would lead to

infinite series of doubly-excited states associated with the

given n and total orbital angular-momentum quantum number

of L (for n=2, L=0,1,2; for n=3, Ls.0,1,2,3,4, etc.).

The series of doubly-excited states of H~ are very

different from Rydberg series. We will not discuss the situa-

tion in detail and only mention that the above consideration

is valid up to the energies where relativistic splittings

and the Lamb shift should not be taken into account. The exi-

stence of doubly excited states is not only the cause for in-

finite number of resonances (in nonrelativistic approximation)

in the partial cross sections of elastic e-H scattering up

to La2, but also the cause for the threshold laws for

Q
L
(1s-2p) and QT(1S-2P) to be different from the Wigner law

Q
T
(1s-2p) and Q

T
(1s-2p) remain finite at the threshold Д Е

е
- О ,

end oscillate in the vicinity of the threshold. Evidence in

support of these predictions was afforded almost immediately

by the experiment £2в] on the excitation of the. 2p state

of hydrogen by electron impact with the energy close to the

threshold. We would not discuss the development of the studies

on doubly excited states of H~.
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The main conclusions of this chapter

1. The cross sections for impact of electron with at-ome

and ions manifest the violent peculiarities in the threshold

regions.

2. The peculiarities which are present in the elastic

scattering below the threshold are connected with the beha-

viour of the cross section for excitation above the threshold.

3. The numerical methods of the calculation of the cross

sections in the threshold regions are not just trivial exten-

sion of the procedures which can be very efficient for the

energies which differ considerably from the threshold ones.

Calculations in the threshold regions require a lot of ad-

ditional efforts.

Ill, EQUATIONS

We return here to the LS-SE. The Schrodinger equation

for hydrogen atom in a uniform electric field parallel to I

axis is of the form (in atomic units)

r=o. (3)

Equation (3) is separable in coordinates

Defining the wave function Ц? as the product

and substituting (5) into (3). we obtain
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The behaviour of М(д) and K(J ) at the origin and at

infinity is determined by the formulae

u o )

where asymptotic amplitudes A and В and the phase shift

are conatanta for fixed P and E . '.'. will not discuss

the numerical method of solution ,t above equations since it

was described earlier [4]. But the main problem here is much

more important: what do we want to obtain at the end? And the

answer to this question was usually considered as a trivial
. r

one: we want to obtain the LS-S complex energies E=E + 1 ~-

for different sublevels characterized by parabolic quantum

numbers n^, Пр, m. But ав we will show later on, the ques-

tion we put above is not a trivial one. The method of getting

B
o
 and Г by the solution of Equations (6)-(8) for small F

seems quite natural. We are just searching for the region

where the minimum of the amplitude B(E) is located. In thia

region as it is well known that we can use the Breit-Wigner

parametrization of the asymptotic phase shift '(f (Б) nnd the

asymptotic amplitude B(E)
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(11)

where ф
д
 and B

Q
 are constants independent of energy.

Using formulae (11) and (12), from Ф (B) or B
2
(B) obtained

in the numerical solutions of Eqs. (6)-(в), the values of the

resonance parameters E
Q
 and Г may be determined. It should

be noted, however, that with an increase in the electric field

strength the asymmetry between ф (Е) and В (Е) increases,

in its turn, both the discrepancy between the values of B
Q

and / obtained on the basis of the Breit-Wigner parametri-

zation, and the resonance parameters corresponding to- "exact"

complex-energy value also increases. The "exact" complex-ener-

gy values ЕзЕ
о
+б7Г can be obtained by the summation of the

asymptotically divergent perturbation theory (PT) expansion

of Б by the Borel method [29] .

, l=-£nt (13)

But up to now the complex energy values of В were ob-

v tained only for low excited states (п^«0,1, xtgwOH* га=0,1).

•; It seems that this can be explained by numerical difficulties

I in performing such calculations. But it is not our aim to

л discuss the technical details of the problem. We simply want

к to mention that notwithstanding numerous papers on calcula-

I tion of values B
o
 and Г the actual data on highly excited

й states are scarce. The values of E and f for a low elec-

| trie field can be also obtained by using the asymptotical me-

| thoda except partially the case п.,-^^ 1 [4J. In order to
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calculate E
Q
, we should just use the FP expansion (13). We

will achieve the highest aocuracy for E
Q
 by terminating

(13) just before the term which is the smallest in magnitude.

The difference between the "exact
11
 value of E

Q
 and E^j,

would not exceed the first discarded term in (13). The value

of / can be obtained by using semiempirical formula [4J

(H)

\9 I" "~ J

where

which is asymptotically F-*0 correct. The formula (14) for

/ was compared with numerous numerical results and experi-

mental data [4J. The conclusion was the following: the FT ex-

pansion for Б and / which can be evaluated by formula

(14) are quite sufficient for the experimental data at small

F. Now one can ask the question: where is the problem? Para-

metrization (11) and (12) which was used.in the numerical so-

lution of Bqa» (6)-(8) have been criticized in several рарегз

11«131. There were statements that such approach does not

describe adequately the Stark parameters E
Q
 and / . As

an alternative, several other methods were proposed: the Borel

summation of the FP expansions [29] , the complex-coordinate

variational method Г30], different WKB procedures [11|, the

numerical calculation of exact complex energy [13]. But our

aim here is not to discuss the accuracy of the vnluea of E
f)

and Г but the basic physics of the phenomenon. And it seema
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that in the pursuit for accuracy the basic physics to a

extent was lost.

IV. SOME MEDITATION ABOUT THE QUASISTAIIONARY STATES

It seems, at first sight, that the Borel summation of

the FT series is the final Solution for the 1S-SE for any

state and for any field P, since the summabillty is strictly

proved [29J. Some purely technical problems may be just re-

mained, namely, it is difficult to perform numerical calcula-

tions for highly excited states. But it seems that mathema-

ticians themselves [31 I are not so enthusiastic. They claim

that the results have strict mathematical and physical mean-

ing up to the LS-S levels crossing points. In a paper [31J

they have performed actual calculations up to fantastically

large values of Рл^Ю a.u. for the states n^-0, ng-O,

m=0 and n^aO, n£*=1, m=0. And one'can get an impression that

the authors [31J have not presented intentionally the numbers

close to the level crossing point to show that they are not

looking seriously at the obtained results except one important

feature: they have shown that there is not the real problem

in the convergence of the Borel summation. Careful calcula-

tions eround the crossing point by using, at first sight, dif-

ferent (but actually the same) procedure were performed by

Kolosov [13].

By using the .Borel summation of the И series, we be-

f orehnnd make assumption that we. are dealing with one strictly

defined the LS-S state characterized by quantum numbers n^,

n
2
, m. From the purely mathematical point of view such defi-*

nition seems quite permissible. But is is just a definition
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and nothing more. But does it always correspond to physical

situation? Por V-+-Q, the answer is 'yes
1
 and with any de-

gree of accuracy. But would such a definition correspond to

physical situation at least qualitatively always? The answer

is «no».

Discussing later the LS-S level crossing points, we would

have in mind the levels which are characterized by the same

quantum number ra and differing only by. quantum number n
2

(or by n.,).

One feature of the LS-S problem has not been discussed

earlier or considered irrelevant. Notwithstanding the separ-

ability of the LS-S equation we, strictly speaking, cannot

claim that every single minimum of the amplitude B(E) is

fully determined by quantum state which at F=O is described

by the quantum numbers n.,, n
2
, m. We only can claim the fol-

lowing: the amplitude B(E) as the function of Б in the

whole plane B(Zg) for the given value of P describes the

Stark problem as a whole. The similar statement can be made

about S matrix in the whole complex plane of Б. But it is

absolutely clear that for low excited states and small t

there is no need to be so cautious. At the crossing points

which arise in this case when F is increasing the level

widths for both partners are so large that there la no need

to bother about them. The problem here just becomes a mathe-

matical exeroise without any relevance to physics. But for

highly excited states the situation can be quite different.

Having in mind the photoionization of atoms in the presence

of an electric field we will consider the ease of lerge n
1
,

small Пр and moO, though similar phenomena are expected



In some other cases (m«fo; large n
2
 and small n^; etc.)

But first of all let us recall the зе11 known example

from elementary quantum mechanics, shown In Fig.1.

Figure 1

.!

We consider one-dimensional problem, for potential shown

in Pig.1 we can easily (though numerically) solve the Schro-

dinger equation.

The solution can be represented in forms;

a) for Ы R
o

f (v = Sin НУ (16)

b) for /?
0
 ̂  i) ̂  R

t

i) К >зс

*
г
- Я ^ \/ (17a)

г)
(17b)

o) for

(18)

To obtain A(K), we should just match the corresponding

solutions at R
Q
 and R^. By increasing the value of /\

from zero to infinity, we can determine the regions where

A(K) in panning through the local minima. For the definition
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2
of the positions of quasistationary states E

o
=K

Q
 and the

corresponding level widths Г we can use in the vicinltiee

of local minima of A(K) the formula

By doing so, for quasistationary states which lie below

9f
c
 and if H^-

R

o
 is large enough, we would hf»ve the re-

sults which are well known. Nothing really is new in the tri-

vial fact that for K>X
O
 the oscillations in A(K) continue

to exist. These oscillations are not quasistationary states

(QS) in a generally accepted meaning, but from point of view

of physics they should be considered аз such. For abbrevia-

tion we will introduce for oscillations the notation of quasi-

stationary states in continuum (QSC). If 1Ц-й
о
 *

s
 large

than usual. QS are closely connected with the QSC.

It can be shown by analysing the algebraic expression

for A(K) that comparatively small changes in the parameters

?C
D
 , RQ,°R

1
 shown in Fig.1 can drastically change the value

of Г for the QS which lies near continuum.

The c?.se of large *Ц-Е
О
 of the considered model cor-

responds to the LS-S highly excited states with large n^

small n~« As it will be shown later on, the increasing of

electric field F the quantum number n^ can loose its ori-

ginal physical meaning, i.e. the numbers of nodes of wave

function N(v) ) inside the atom. It happens when we reach

the continuum region, which in model corresponds to the case

of К &Х •
 H o w

 it is clear that if we consider the QS in

the LS-SE taking into account just hvdrogenic bound states

we do not tnke into account the influence of continuum. More-
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over, the Borel summation of the PT expansion near crossing

points and actually far enough from them does not correspond

to physical situation. This conclusion also relates to many

different procedures [11-15J used in calculating the LS-S

energies and levul widths. How we return back to Eqs.(6)~(8).

'ftie situation with the equation (7) taken separately is

quite similar to the model considered above. For negative

values of E p.nd small values of F we will find for smai L

Zo the sharp quasistationary states. When the value of Z
Q

ie increasing we would gradually enter the region of the

oscillation of the amplitude B(Z
2
). Such oscillations should

be looked upon as a natural continuation of the sharp reso-

nance states. And there willbe nocrossing points between the

terms defined by the dependence of the minima B(Zp) as fuct-

tiona of F . It is clear that ReZ
2
 taken from the "exact"

complex values of Z~ obtained by the Borel method,would ap-

proximately coincide with the minima of the amplitude В(2^)

only for the sharp states. For positive values of E by

changing the value of Z^ and keeping F as a constant, we

will find, in value of. B(Z
2
>, only the oscillations.

Considering the LS-SE as a whole, we should solve the

system of Eqa.(6)-(B). And here again in addition to the usual

LS-S Btates, which, as waa explained, cannct Ъе always proper-

ly described by the Bor.
;
l mnthod or similar procedures, we

have the oscillations in continuum spectra. It is clear that

I we should not disregard the mentioned peculiarities of the

%
Щ LS-SE since they are important for physics when we are con-

fe s i d e r i n g t h e h i r l i [ . 'ydbrrr i s t a t e f : . C o n s e q u e n t l y , we 3hould

t
$ c h o o s e a more ap;>i ^ n r i a L c j ^ t ' i n i t i o i i f o r LS-S . s t a t e s . I t
I
V- s e e m s , t l i a t „• n:--\ >i-- i" t i : t : i : i . i i ; b y u : n u r . t h t ; o i m c f i p t i o n o f t h e
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local minima of amplitude B(B). And this definition is not

really a new one [19|] . The quasistationary states are strict-

ly defined only for f-*- 0. Only in this case all definition*

which were used in the calculations f4,11-15
f
29-31J would

give exactly the same results for the ЬЗ-S parameters E

and / . Nevertheless, we can use the notion of the 13-3 eta-

ten qualitatively *or finite ' 'в. In the case of oscillations

we can just say that corresponding Г *s are less than the

distances between the neighbouring minima of amplitude. In

any case such definition is not senseless. We do not think

that lifetimes which correspond to such / are measurable.

But quasistationary states in continuum as such have manifest-

ed themselves many times in photoionization spectrum of atoms

in the presence of an electric field.

V. STARK INDUCED RESONANCES IN PHOTOIONIZATION OF ATOMS

Figure 2 taken from [l\ shows the photoionization spect-

rum near EaO at two values of the electric field' F*8 kV/cm

and Ряб.5 kV/cm and light polarization along the field {1t -.

polarization). Explanation of the sharp peaks below B«0 ie

clear and undisputable. These peaks exist up to the very small

values of E i.e. close to S*0. But here they are accompa-

nied by small oscillations in the phctoionization spectrum.

At positive values of E large peaks represent the combina-

tions of small oscillations. Are the small oscillations just

the experimental noise? From what was said above, it should

be clear that the answer is 'no*. But we repeat onae more

the arguments given above in a slightly different manner,

sir.ce the physics of this phenomenon in very many papers was
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pot treated properly. We have referred only to some of them

[11-15].

The sharp peaks in the photoionization spectrum for

B < 0 dust in the vicinity of BeO undoubtely can be attri-

buted to the IS-S states with quantum numbers n^, n
2
a=0,

 B a 0

(n« ere large and different). Consider the potential 0(v )

of the Bq. 7

fc*
 C20)

Since the values of E
Q
 and Г are known we can draw

potential (20) and try to understand what kind of solutions

for the U3-SE we can get. Actually, we have already got the

value of E
Q
 by using the system <6)-(a) and consi-

dering the electric field P as a small one. But in order

to be selfconsistent we are looking now at the same equations

(where В ia now known) once more in order to figure out

at the possibility that we have not missed some pther solu-

tions of the syatem (o)-(8). Figures 3 and 4 show U(* ) sche-

matically for omall negative nnd positive values of B
Q
.

It ia clear that thu term (-4v*")* domirmt«ss in (20) for
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Figure 4

small v
 t

 the terms P ^ for J ̂  n.,, term -2B
O
J
 2
 is

small for all v in comparison with two others terms. It

is well known that the potential (-4O
 2

) "
1
 cannot itself

support bound states Г19]* The boxind states are supported

by the potential (-2B\)
 2
) if F=0 and E is negative [19J.

It is the reason why the hydrogen atom exists. If JVft) than

the bound states become quasiatationary. But what about the

case of B>0? According to the statements made in fi1-15j

the situation here is similar to the case of E< 0. Only

the LS-S states with large n-j and n
2
»m=0 are important

for the quantitative explanation of phqtoionization spectrum,

since these states have the smallest values of / . The states

where n-,40 according to [11-15] .just .belong to continuum,



since the corresponding /~' s are too large. This explanation

at first sight aeems very reasonable, and the only problem ie

that it ia basically wrong. First of all, what does the state-

ment that the quantum number jig-Omean? It means, from the

physical point of view, that inside the atom fi9J the wave

function Nlj) ) of Bq, (7) has no nodes. But for B > 0 , P=O

we cannot even define the raduis of the atom anymore fi9J.

Therefore, for E> 0 the quantum number n
2
 has lost its

original physical meaning. As it should become clear from the

following, we can say even more, namely, that n
2
 has lost

Its meaning for some values for E-^O in the vicinity of E-u.

But if we want to make a phylosophical statement, we can say

that any quantum number Пр is gradually loosing its physi-

oal meaning with the increasing of F just starting from FeQ.

Consider two simple potentials shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5

If the potential shown in Figure 5 can support bound

states for L -*-
o
~=

>
 , than at finite L they become quasi-

stationary due to the possibility of the quantum-mechanical

penetration through Ш е barrier.

For the potential shown in Figure 6 we can easily find

the solution of ths Bchrodinger equation



L

Figure ь

= sin

where

for v^< L (21)

for 0 5= L (22)

(23)

(24)

The local minima of the amplitude A(Kg) at large Ь

are determined by the condition

We can say that at such values of K
2
 we have quasietatio-

nary states which are caused in.this case by the quan-fcura-

mechanical reflection of the particle from the boundary. Now

we can explain the photoioni2ation spectrum shown,in Figure

2. By numerical solution of Bqs.(6)-(8) or by using the Borel

method we can get the positions of the sharp peaks; i.e. the

values of E
Q
 (*md Г ) below E=0 , which correspond to large

п
л
 and n

2
=m=O. Actually the values of E

Q
 can be obtained

also by ueing the Pede method. [4]. It means-that the potential

phovm in Figure 3 хз known for us. The value of Zg is very
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close to zero for these cases. We might ask ourselves» are

there any other Z
2
 which satisfy the equation (2)? The answer

is obvious: there are many such solutions since the potential

U(v ) is quite similar to the potential shown in Figure 6.

Every new value of Z
2
 in the process of the solution of

system (6)-(B) should be matched with the small alteration QZ

E
Q
, but this undoubtely can be done since the initial value

of E itself is small. It is clear that such procedure is

valid only in the vicinity of the threshold E=0. So for B^G

in the photoionization spectrum in the vicinity of E=0 the

sharp peaks which correspond to the L3-S states n^, n2=m=0

are accompanied by small oscillations. But as we have seen

before considering the case of e-atom or ion scattering the

behaviour of the cross section below the threshold B
t
 deter-

.mines the behaviour of the cross section above the threshold.

In the present case we also can see that just samll change of

the potential U(\) ) shown in Figures 5 and 6 , when passing

through the value E=0 explains the situation. Above the

threshold E=0 in photoionization spectrum there are only

[ the small peaks which stick together around centres with dif-

i;.' ferent and large values of n* (the quantum number n^ does

f- exist for positive values of E). and so, this looks like wide

\ reparated resonances covered by small bumps. And now it is

I quite clear how to calculate the- positions of the small Ьитрь

¥ in the vicinity of E=0. We should solve the aystem of equa-
ls " • ' '
| tions (6)-(e) and find the positions of E where the func-

I tion B(E) have local minima, rhis task contradicia totally

I to what was done before £i1-15]. Are very accurate data on

I E and / renlly important for large valuen of P in phy-

I
| Bics? When I ir- сотрпгиЫе with Iru- ilit:!jtn-e between adja-
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minima of B(E), the very notion of quasistationary

state is to some extent artificial.Still the minima of B(E)

(which means that the wave function inside the "atom**'acquires

the local maximum values) continue' to exist. In the process

of the photoionizstion of atoms in the presence of the elect-

ric field all the LS-S states including those, which can not

be described by the Borel method or similar procedures, are

excited and eventually decay. In the photoionization spectrum

thay manifest themselves by the existence of the correspond-

ing peaks on the curve. The widths of the peak are roughly

proportional to the LS-S states widths. As wes mentioned earli-

er, the positions of the sharp peaks can be calculated by the

procedures elaborated earlier f4J« As to the LS-S states widths

the situation in the threshold vicinity is quite different.

The level widths here ere very strongly dependent on small

changes of F, since here the "usual" ЬБ-S states are strong-

ly mixed with the "continuum" states. This effect can be easi-

ly understood by examination of the model example shown in

Figure 1. The lifetime measurements of interference-narrowed

sodium LS-S resonances were reported in £32]. It is evident

that such phenomenon exists also for hydrogen.

The main conclusion of this paper can be formulated in

the following way. It is very well known that for the two pro-

blems: Z. ,Z~e ion in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation) and

the LS-SE the Schrodinger equation can be separated in the

appropriate coordinstee. But such resemblance between two pro-

blems can lead to incorrect conclusions. The very P~tt of se-

par&bilit:,' of the Schrodinger equation for the LS-SE by itself

gives ua no unique determination of the X3-S state, since in
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this case the "continuum" spectrum cannot be ignored. This

peculiarity of the LS-SE is essential only when we are con-

sidering the highly excited sublevelg in the strong fields

and» therefore, it remained unnoticed.
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